
WISHING TO ADD ELEMENTS of diversity and 

culture to Seahawks Stadium and Exhibition

Center and its neighborhood, First & Goal Inc., the

project’s private partner, contributed $1.75 million

to create the Stadium Art Program. In 1998, a

request for qualifications yielded a total of 254

responses from around the United States and

Canada. After reviewing the full range of submis-

sions, the 11-member Art Selection Committee

chose 12 artists and projects for commissions. 

The committee, approved by the Public Stadium

Authority Board, included artists, arts professionals,

representatives of the project’s surrounding 

neighborhoods, a representative from eastern

Washington, the vice-chair of the Public Stadium

Authority board, and a representative from 

First and Goal Inc.

The guiding mission of the art program was to:

• Engage both regional and national artists to
create artworks that capture the public’s 
interest and imagination

• Develop a collection that will serve as a 
destination for visitors from around the world

• Represent a diverse range of cultural and 
artistic perspectives

• Create a collection that will be a source of
pride for the entire region

Bob Haozous

Earth Dialogue, 2002
Urethane enamel paint on steel

Bob Haozous’ installation on the stadium’s
North Tower is assembled from four 24-foot-
diameter painted steel discs. Although 
inspired by symbols that are part of his Warm
Springs/Chiricahua Apache heritage, Haozous
believes that the forms and colors of the 
artwork have universal meanings.

Specifically, the artwork is intended as a 
constant reminder of our deep connection to the earth. According 
to Haozous, the lowest disc, depicting a stylized cityscape, repre-
sents our contemporary, man-made world. The green disc above it
symbolizes life and growth, but its human figures are flying away,
suggesting the loss of man’s direct tie to nature, or in a more hopeful
reading, a return to those ties. The third disc honors the sun, high-
lighting our dependence on the natural world and the redemptive
powers of nature. The top disc is a collection of man-made clouds,
meant to suggest the immensity of the natural environment.

Susan Point

Written Into The Earth, 2002
16 cast bronze bas-relief sidewalk inlays
24 ductile iron tree grates

Susan Point’s artwork for the stadium
consists of two distinct projects: a band
of cast bronze bas-relief sculptures at
the base of the North Tower and all the
tree grates for the entire Seahawks
Stadium and Exhibition Center facility.
Point’s work is intended to celebrate the

rich visual expressions of Coast Salish culture in a time when many
local native cultural traditions are being lost.

The pattern of bronze bas-relief sculptures at the base of the North
Tower (in an arc that outlines a portion of the former footprint of
the Kingdome) is composed of four designs intended to represent
world cultures. On either side of each face is a bird, each representing
a different celestial body: hummingbird/earth, thunderbird/stars,
owl/moon and phoenix/sun. The tree grate designs are based on the
designs of spindle whorls—stone flywheels attached to the tools
the Salish used for spinning yarn. Like the bas-relief sculptures at
the North Tower, the images in these designs have strong traditional
meanings. The caribou symbolize the earth, the salmon signifies
water, and a woodpecker represents air. Point includes human faces
in the designs to honor the “peoples of the past, present and future.”

Beliz Brother

lumen, 2002 
Airport runway lights

Beliz Brother’s project for the Stadium
Art Program is intended to work at
two scales: a grand one in keeping
with the size of the stadium building
and a human one relating to the facili-
ty’s visitors. Mainly seen at night, the
work will provide a stimulating focus

within the North Plaza for patrons and the surrounding community,
regardless of the season. Brother’s intention was that visitors “will
experience light under their feet,” enveloping them so that they
feel they can almost touch it. As stadium patrons climb the stadium
ramp adjacent to the work, the work will reveal itself again as a
geometric drawing on the sidewalk below.

The lighting fixtures that make up the installation are designed for
airport runways: low-voltage, but high-output. The artwork will 
be turned on every day one hour before sunset and turned off
later each evening.

Claudia Fitch

Colossal Heads, 2002
The Girl Next Door
Sleeping Spectator
Ivory Coast Mask
Lauren Bacall
Roman Spectator
Dutch Elvis
Urethane enamel paint and fiberglass over polystyrene foam

Claudia Fitch was inspired first by the 
monumental statuary of Roman civic arenas
to create a series of oversized heads for 
the stadium. In reinventing that ancient 
tradition for a 21st century stadium, the
sculptures are idiosyncratic interpretations of
images from a variety of eras and cultures:
the huge puppet-like masks of Rio de
Janeiro’s Carnival; sculptural signs from

Coney Island penny arcades; theatrical masks from a variety of
African and Asian traditions; and familiar photographs of movie
stars from the 20th century.

Peter Shelton

rockshadow, 2002
Granite boulder and cast bronze

Peter Shelton’s artwork is composed of 
two related objects: an enormous granite
boulder and a “shadow” of that boulder
cast in bronze. These two objects are
placed in relation to one another as
though the boulder has recently shed its
skin. Shelton thinks of the artwork as 
a physical exploration of the difference
between the inside and outside of an

object, and by extension, interiors and exteriors, private life and
public life, the positive and the negative. 

Shelton has written “What makes sculpture strong is that it deals
in the most physical way with the least physical of things…ideas.”
This installation in the West Plaza presents not only a relationship
between two objects, but also a thoughtful way to articulate
architectural space and a playful exploration of scale.

Glenn Rudolph

Low Tide, Northwind Weir, 2000
Cottonwoods, Stampede Pass, 2000
Trailer, Stampede Pass, 2000
Cat Feeding Station, Orillia, 2000
Yellow Pages, Stampede Pass, 2000
Northern Pacific Railroad, Kanasket, 2000
Bayne, 2000
Black River, 2000
Longacres, 2000
Red Hand, 2001
10 gelatin silver prints

Glenn Rudolph’s project for the 
stadium is related to a body of work
he has been developing over the 
past 25 years. Tracing and re-tracing
his steps, Rudolph has watched and
photographed the subtle and not-so-
subtle changes in the landscape of

our local watersheds. The result is a visual exploration of the
encroachment of development on natural areas and farmlands,
and its impact upon plants, animals and people.

This collection of works is intended to focus specifically on local
watersheds, in part because the stadium is built on former
marshlands that were once part of the mouth of the Duwamish
River. Rudolph’s work acknowledges the complexities of water-
sheds as both places of nature and home to people and industry.

James Lavadour

Standing Among Ghosts, 2001
Oil on board

James Lavadour’s invented land-
scapes pay homage to the deserts
and mountains of his homeland in
northeastern Oregon. The paintings
depict the drama and mystery of 
the Columbia Plateau with its vast
horizons, drifting smoke and fog,

basalt layer canyons and undulating plains. From a distance, each
of the small panels that make up the larger work looks almost
photographic. Upon closer inspection, one realizes that these
are action paintings — the record of a vigorous physical activity. 

The title, Standing Among Ghosts, is a reference to a speech
attributed to Chief Seattle in the 1855 Port Elliot Treaty,
“…when your children’s children think themselves alone in the
field, the store, the shop, or in the silence of the pathless
woods, they will not be alone…At night when the streets of
your cities and villages are silent and you think them deserted,
they will throng with the hosts that once filled them and still 
love this beautiful land.”

Juan Alonso

Four Zones, 2001
Northern
Southern
Eastern
Western 
Acrylic and polymer medium on wood panels

Juan Alonso’s project for the south
club lounge is a group of four
paintings, each composed of five
panels. Assembled, the panels form
images of large, stylized flowers.
Alonso manipulates his paints as
thick pastes, making the paintings

dense, rich and three-dimensional. The artist’s intention is 
that the paintings provide points of calmness within the busy
atmosphere of the club lounge — a visual time-out during the
busy pace of a game day. By way of inspiration, Alonso credits
Cuban tile designs, Japanese screen paintings and the work of
photographer Karl Blossfeldt, an early 20th century photographer
of plant forms.
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Romson Bustillo

Barangay, 2001 
Barangay
Salamat
Pesta/Fiesta
Acrylic and collage on paper mounted on canvas

Romson Bustillo’s three large-scale
paintings are from an ongoing series
of works exploring contemporary 
and historic Filipino culture. The
word barangay — the title of one 
of these paintings and the theme 
of the whole suite of works — has

many meanings. Historically, barangay was used to describe
small settlements scattered throughout the Philippine islands.
Beyond simply describing the town, barangay was also used to
describe the entire extended families that made up each of
these settlements. Contemporary Filipinos still use the word to
describe small settlements, but also call specific neighborhoods 
in larger towns or cities barangay.

Cheryl dos Remédios

The Stadium Suite, 2001
Tigers on Sky-Blue Background
Turtles on Blue Background
Bear on Lemon Background
Octopi on Blue-Gray Background
Stork on Green Background
Bulls on Lilac Background
Alligators on Cordova Background
Horses on Pink Background
Inkjet on vinyl

Cheryl dos Remédios’ banners in the
Occidental Avenue Concourse are intended
to mix with the signs and advertisements
inside the stadium. Instead of promoting a
product, her work reflects playfully on 
the full range of visual stimuli in the build-
ing. Dos Remédios’ artwork responds to
that profusion of words, colors and images
with a series of densely populate paintings,

mixing images from a broad collection of cultures and eras. 
The artist intends those who view the work to create their own
meaning from her exuberant juxtapositions of seemingly 
unrelated subjects.

Bob Haozous 
Earth Dialogue 
North Tower

Susan Point 
Written In The Earth 
North Plaza (sidewalk insets)
and throughout facilities 
(tree grates)

Beliz Brother 
lumen 
west side of North Plaza

Claudia Fitch 
Colossal Heads 
West Colonnade

Peter Shelton 
rockshadow
West Plaza

Glenn Rudolph 
(10 photographs)
entrance to club lounge

James Lavadour
Standing Among Ghosts
entrance to club lounge

Juan Alonso 
Four Zones
club lounge

Romson Bustillo 
Barangay 
passageway between stadium
and exhibition center

Cheryl dos Remedios 
The Stadium Suite
Occidental Avenue Concourse

Robert Yoder 
Montgomery Line
along Royal Brougham 
at Seahawks Exhibition Center

David Russo
Populi (video)
video monitors 
throughout facility
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Robert Yoder

Montgomery Line, 2000
Painted concrete

Robert Yoder’s project at the Seahawks
Exhibition Center is an enormous 
version of his intimate studio artworks.
Yoder typically creates collages of
found shapes and textures, piecing
together fragments of signs and
other objects into larger compositions.

In this case, Yoder has created an immense collage of colors 
and shapes using the simple and familiar materials of the sidewalk
and the street, playfully transforming the streetscape in an 
unexpected way.

David Russo

Populi, 2001
8 minute video loop

David Russo’s film is a whirlwind of images
focusing on the creation and manipulation
of a few enigmatic objects: a series of
archetypal human heads carved and/or
formed from wood, steel and glass, and 
a steel buoy which acquires a rich patina 
as it moves through the full range of
Washington landscapes. Using this simple
device, Russo has crafted a linear flow 

of images that builds in intensity, then relaxes, only to repeat the
cycle again and again. 

The background is a fast-paced ride across the state of
Washington, a tour that honors equally our cities and countryside,
industries and parks. This is Russo’s intent — to depict the interac-
tion of “human endeavor and natural processes” by taking the
viewer on a fast journey through Washington’s varying natural
and industrial landscapes. Intended for viewing on all the video
monitors throughout the stadium, Populi will take advantage of
the sophisticated video system throughout Seahawks Stadium
and Exhibition Center.

Exterior

Field Level

Club Level

ART

S E A H A W K S  S T A D I U M A N D E X H I B I T I O N C E N T E R
Tel: 206.381.7555 

www.firstandgoal.com

All artworks were commissioned 
by First & Goal Inc. for the 

Washington State Public Stadium Authority.
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